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Abstract

Introduction: The use of a venipuncture simulator facilitates 
technique learning and improves  skills, which reduces the risk 
of venipuncture complications in humans.

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy of a non-human experimental 
model for Ultrasound guided superficial venipuncture.

Methods: We randomized 39 nurses in two groups: A and B. 
The training had  three steps: 1 - theoretical class, 2 - practical 
class, with the  ultrasound device and 3 - ultrasound-guided 
puncture training in the non-human model. The group A 
participated in steps 1, 2 and 3 and group B in steps 1 and 2. 
After training, both groups were released for ultrasound  guided 
venipuncture. 

Results: The success in puncture in group A (n = 20) was 
90% and in group B (n = 19) it was 68.42%. In the sum of 
the identification and the puncture times, the average of  group 
A was 61.5 seconds (95% CI, 33.58; 106.95) and in group B 
was  148.0  seconds (95% CI, 114.54; 208.44), which was 
statistically significant (p = 0.007, without overlapping the 
interval estimates). 

Conclusion:  Nurses who received training with the non-
human model had better identification and puncture times

Keywords:   experimental model, ultrasound, venous puncture, 
clinical randomized essay
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 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1:   Learning how to position the needle using a pen instead 
of a needle.

Authors summary

Why was this study done?
Training nurses to perform ultrasound  guided venous puncture is  an important issue  to improve care for patients with indication for 
peripheral venous access, especially for those with difficult access.

What did the researchers do and find?
Researchers  conducted  a clinical randomized study to validate the effectiveness of a non-human model in the training of ultrasound 
guided venipuncture. A total of 39 nurses were randomized  in two groups A and B to participate in a  training that had 3 distinct stages. 
Nurses of  group A participated in stages 1, 2 and 3 and those of  group B (control group) participated in stages 1 and 2 of the training.
After training,  nurses performed ultrasound guided venipuncture on patients,  the variables were noted, among them, the identification 
and puncture times of the vein.  It was observed that nurses who received stage 3 of the training were able to identify and puncture 
the vein in a shorter time, demonstrating the ability of the model used in step 3 to improve nurses' ability for the ultrasound guided 
venipuncture procedure.

What do these findings mean? 
The validation of this low cost model and the methodology used in the training allow the qualification of professionals for ultrasound 
guided superficial venipuncture, improving the  quality of care  to patients, especially those with difficult access.

Step 3:  Practice during an hour on Puncture 
training in the non-human training model made with 
chicken breast17. It was taught to identify the prosthesis 

The use of simulators makes it possible to advance in   health 
education1, allowing the practice of procedures, improving the 
performance of  health professionals  in  skills that require hand-eye 
coordination, such as the training for ultrasound-guided peripheral 
venous access (UGPVA), a  clinical practice that is growing, since it 
has been reducing errors and increasing  patient safety2-4.

The traditional superficial venous puncture depends on the 
location of the vein close enough to the skin to be visible or at least 
palpable, thus peripheral venous access (PVA), without the use of 
ultrasound, can be challenging, with a failure rate of approximately 
25%5.

Ultrasound allows the identification of  impalpable veins , its 
patency tested and its puncture performed under direct vision, which 
improves the success rates of PVA and decrease the complications3,4,6-8.

Up to 70% of patients require PAV during hospitalization9, 
so the delay in placing them, in the difficult cases, may cause harms 
to the patient due to increased discomfort, delayed diagnosis, in the 
beginning of the treatment, and may also lead the patient to a  central 
venous access (CVA) which is more invasive, time-consuming and 
prone to severe complications such as pneumothorax, hemorrhage, 
infection, thrombosis, catheter displacement and air embolism4,8,10-13.

 Thus, UGPVA  has become an useful tool in cases of 
difficult puncture (when palpation and anatomical references fail) in 
noncritical patients14 and is an effective and safe alternative to CVA, 
which traditionally it is the next step after PVA failure15,16.

According to Oliveira and Lawrence 8, in recent years, the 
literature has shown that nurses have a high success rate in UGPVA 
placement.

Thus, the objective of this study  is to analyze the effectiveness 
of a non-human experimental model in training nurses for ultrasound-
guided superficial venipuncture.

 METHODS
This randomized clinical trial was approved by the Ethics 

Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of ABC - CAAE Number 
58123216.6.0000.0082, in October 19, 2016  with the number  RBR 
– 9prvnm, in the brazilian registry of clinical trials. It was carried 
out  at the  Hospital Universitario Padre Anchieta  (HUPA) in São 
Bernardo do Campo, Sao Paulo State, Brazil,  between October 20, 
2016 and April 1, 2017.

Os critérios de inclusão foram: fazer parte da equipe clínica 
da HUPA, concordar em participar do estudo e assinar o Termo de 
Consentimento Livre e Esclarecido ( Anexo S1) e não ter experiência 
com ultrassonografia ou punção guiada por ultrassonografia.

Among  55  nurses from the HUPA, 39 accepted to 
participate in this study, all female, from different hospital wards. The 
inclusion criteria were: be part of the hospital  clinical staff; have no 
previous  experience with ultrasound or ultrasound guided puncture 
and  agree to participate in the study and  signed a  Free informed term 
of  Consent  ( FITC)   (S1 Appendix).

The patients who participated in the study were hospitalized in 
different hospital wards with varied diagnoses and filled the following 

inclusion criteria:  be admitted to the HUPA; have medical indication 
of peripheral venous access; be over 18 years old;  present superficial 
vein in the upper limbs, with greater caliber than 0.35cm and up to 
1.5cm deep (after ultrasound evaluation previously performed by the 
author of this work), agree to participate in the study and sign FITC 
(S2 Appendix); 

Study stages
Nurses  were randomly assigned to two groups A (n=20) and 

B ( n=19). Randomization was performed by the author of this study 
by lot. Each nurse took  an envelope from a box containing the letters 
“A” or “B” to define which group would be part of.

Then, the groups A and B were subdivided into smaller 
groups  of five to seven individuals. Nurses belonging to group A 
participated in steps 1, 2 and 3 and those of group B (control group) 
participated in the steps1 and 2. 

The training was conducted in three stages, as follows:
Step 1: An hour of theoretical lecture, on the ultrasound 

device and the forms of identification of vascular structures (vein and 
artery), using ultrasound.  

Step 2:  During an  hour of practical training on the Sonosite 
Titan ultrasound with 11MHz high frequency linear transducer. Nurses  
learned how to manipulate the device, position the transducer, identify 
the vein and test its patency in  human volunteers. Position the needle 
with optimum angulation to the skin for venipuncture. At the time of 
the training, it was used a pen instead of a needle (Fig 1). Measure 
the diameter of the vein and its depth (distance from the center of the 
vein to the skin) to choose a catheter of adequate length. The puncture 
technique taught was  the transverse axis with single operator.
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was stopped and the puncture time was noted. 
4. The presence of complication was noted.
5. An intravenous Jelco 20 catheter was used with 
3cm in length Becton Dickinson BD® and the same 
ultrasound device used for training.
The non-human experimental training model17 

(Fig 3) used in this work was developed with the use 
of chicken breast with skin, 6mm Dacron® prosthesis 
expired or discarded, sewing thread and needle and 
gelatin used in plant ornamentation. On the ultrasound, 
animage of a tubular structure was obtained, of anechoic 
and homogeneous content inside of the chicken breast 
musculature with ultrasound density similar to that of 
human muscle tissue. The model can be punched several 
times, since the gelatin does not leak from the prosthesis. 
Its current final cost was approximately R$ 8.00 per unit 
(around $2,50).

inside of the non-human model that simulates a vein (Fig 
2), to train the positioning of the transducer, the correct 
angulation of the needle in relation to the skin to perform 
guided puncture, identify the needle within the tissue and 
within the prosthetic structure that simulates a vein. Each 
nurse was able to perform the puncture as many times  they 
found it necessary. 

Figure 2: Image of the prosthesis   inside the breast 
of the chicken..

Figure 3: Experimental non-human training model.
Statistical analysis

To determine the sample size, two sample 
averages were compared18,19, considering the following 
vein identification parameters: group A mean 33.57 and 
standard deviation 44.09 and group B mean 96.47 and 
standard deviation of 112.74. The confidence level adopted 
was 95%; sampling error of five percentage points,  80% 
test power.

Qualitative variables were described by absolute 
and relative frequencies.  The quantitative variables were 
described by medians and 25% and 75% percentiles 
because they did not show adherence to normal distribution 
(Shapiro-wilk, P<0.05)   The proportion of puncture 
successes and complications between the groups was 
analyzed through  the Chi-square test with correction of 
Yates. For analysis of differences in puncture time and 
time of identification of the vein between the groups, it 
was used a Mann-Whitney test and interval estimates of 
medians. The level of significance was 5%. The program 
used was Stata11.0.

 RESULTS
The figure 4 illustrate The nurses participating in 

the study (n = 39) were divided into groups A (n=20) and 
B (n=19) (Fig 4).

When analyzing the variable time of vein 
identification, the median time in group A was 18 seconds 

Soon after the training, nurses from both groups, 
A and B, were released for puncture in the participating 
patients, always supervised by the researcher  of this study  
who  collected the  next   variables:

- time for identification of the superficial superior 
limb vein by ultrasound, measured in seconds;
-  time for puncture of the superficial superior limb 
vein, (including success cases and  cases without 
success) measured in seconds;
- success (considered in the presence of reflux of 
blood);
- failure (considered after three attempts at 
puncturing, punctured the skin three times, no 
blood reflux);
- presence of minor complications (small bruises);
- presence of major complications (large bruises 
and arterial puncture).
The collection of these  variables followed the steps 

below:
1. A nurse positioned the transducer on the skin and 
the timer was triggered. As soon as the vein was 
identified the timer was stopped and the time of 
identification of the vein was noted.
2. Local asepsis measurements were performed 
(with chlorhexidine alcohol 0.5%).
3. The nurse placed the transducer back into the skin, 
and when the needle was positioned on the skin, the 
timer was triggered. The puncture time was defined: 
a) Once the vein was successfully punctured (with 
the visibility of blood reflux by the research of this 
study) the timer was stopped and the puncture time 
was noted. b) As soon as the needle was pulled 
out of the skin after the third attempt  (without the 
visibility of blood reflux by the scientist  ) the timer 
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(95% CI, 5.23; 35.53) and, 48  seconds in the group B (95% 
CI, 21.16; 107.43), which was statistically significant, with 
p = 0.020, however, the  intervals of confidence overlap 
themselves as well as the time of vein puncture, where the 
median time in group A was 34 seconds (95% CI, 18.46; 
59.53) and 90 seconds in the group B(95% CI, 52.74; 
120.61), which was statistically significant, with p = 0.029 
but the  intervals of confidence overlap themselves.

As shown  in figure 5, 15 individuals from group A 
presented a time of identification of the vein shorter  than 
50 seconds and 5 individuals had a time longer  than 50 
seconds, being only 1 of them with time longer or equal to 
150 seconds. In group B it is observed that 10 individuals  
had a vein identification time shorter than 50 seconds and 
9 individuals had a time longer  than 50 seconds, and  4 of 
them  had  time longer or equal to 150 seconds.

The figure 6 shows that 13 individuals  of group 
A presented a time of puncture of the vein shorter than 
50 seconds and 7 had a time longer  than 50 seconds, and 
among  these, only 1 presented longer or equal time to 150 
seconds. In group B, 5 individuals  had a time of puncture 

Figure 4: Diagram showing the flowchart of the 
participating nurses.

Figure 5: Vein identification time.

Figure 6: Vein puncture time.
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of the vein  shorter  than 50 seconds and 14 had a longer 
time than 50 seconds and, among  these, 2 showed time 
longer or equal to 150 seconds.

Table 1 illustrates  the sum of the time identification 
variables of the vein and time of vein puncture  analyzed. 
The median of the sum in group A was 61.5 seconds (95% 
CI, 33.58; 106.95) and in group B, 148.0 seconds (95% 
CI, 114.54; 208.44), which was statistically significant (p = 
0.007, without over lapping interval estimates) 

From group A  eighteen   individuals had  success in 

puncture  and thirteen  from group B  , but this result was 
not statistically significant, with p = 0.095.

The percentage of veins punctured in order of 
frequency were, respectively, cephalic with 69.23%, 
intermediacy of the elbow with 17.95% and basis with 
12.82%.

There was only one minor complication (small 
bruises) in the group B, but there was no statistically 
significant difference between the complications and the 
group with p = 0.299.

Variables
Group A (n=20) Group B (n=19) p*

Median (CI 95%)
Sum of times ( " ) 61.5" (33.58"; 106.95") 148" (114.54"; 208.44") 0.007
* Mann-Whitney test; CI: Confidence Interval; ( " )seconds.

Table 1: Sum of the times of identification and puncture of the veins according to the group.

 DISCUSSION
The success rate of ultrasound-guided puncture in 

group A  was 90% (n = 18) and 68.42% in group B  (n = 
13), with  an overall success  of 79.5%. Although there 
was no statistically significant difference regarding success 
according to group, those who trained in the non-human 
model (group A) were more successful when compared to 
group B.

In the sum of the variables, identification time 
and vein puncture time, the median sum in group A was 
61.5 seconds, and in group B 148 seconds, which was 
statistically significant (p = 0.007, without over lapping 
interval estimates), demonstrating the improvement in 
group skills that performed all 3 training stages.

When we evaluated the time, identification and 
puncture variables separately, both presented a shorter 
time in group A compared to group B, respectively 18 and 
48 seconds and 34 and 90 seconds, which was statistically 
significant with p <0.05. (p = 0.020 and p = 0.029) but with 
overlapping confidence intervals.

However, when individually analyzing the 
identification time of each participant, it was noted that 
most of group A, 15 individuals , had a time under   50 
seconds and only 1 of them with a time greater than or 
equal to 150 seconds. In group B, it was observed that 
10 individuals (n = 19) had vein identification time less 
than 50 seconds and 4 had a time greater than or equal to 
150 seconds, showing that most members of group A had 
shorter identification time.

The same observation can be made regarding 
venipuncture time, where 13 individuals from  group A had 
venipuncture time less than 50 seconds and only 1 presented 
time greater than or equal to 150 seconds. In group B, 5 
nurses had venipuncture time less than 50 seconds and 2 
had a time greater than or equal to 150 seconds, showing 
that most members of group A had a shorter venipuncture 
time.

The shorter observed time of most individuals in 
group A, both in identification and puncture of the vein, 
reinforces the increase of their skills after the 3 stages of 
training.

When comparing the success rate of ultrasound-
guided puncture in group A of 90%, and in the sum of 
groups (A and B) of 79.5%, we observed that the results 

are similar to those in the literature, which ranged from 
63.2%. to 96.5%8, 20,21-23.

The summed or separated time values found are 
within the values described in the literature, ranging from 
63.5 seconds to 28 minutes11,24,25,23,26.

In the literature, complication rates are low8,25,21, 
similar to those found in this  study,  with only a minor 
complication in group B.

To obtain the results discussed above, we chose to 
homogenize as much as possible the participants of this 
study, both nurses and patients. To avoid different levels of 
technical difficulty among nurses, and as the diameter and 
depth of the vein influence the success rate of ultrasound-
guided puncture8,27-29, we chose to standardize a diameter 
(from 0.35 cm) and maximum depth (up to 1.5 cm) of the 
vein, as well as Meyer et al.30, instead of using patients 
with difficult access, since in the literature there is no 
standardization of criteria for their definition.

 Among these criteria for difficult access are the 
number of puncture attempts (two or more)31,30,32, absence 
of visible and / or palpable vein in the upper limb32  and 
antecedent of the patient with difficult access10,31,33.

To prevent previously acquired skills from 
interfering with the results, only nurses with no previous 
experience in ultrasound or guided puncture participated in 
the study, as well as in Gopalasingam et al.20, unlike other 
studies in which participants were heterogeneous and with 
varied experiments8,33,34,24.

And finally, believing that the data collection by the 
nurses themselves could induce error, the author performed 
the data collection as well as Stein et al.35 and Mills et al.25.

These data suggest  that the use of a low-cost, non-
human model with a current value of R $ 8.00 (around 
$2,50) , similar to the equivalent  values found in the 
literature ranging from US $ 3.00 to US $ 22.8334,36,37 or 
around € 24,0038, together with  an easily reproducible 
training methodology, showed  better technique results 
without complications, reinforcing that simulator training 
increases the rates of success by improving the technique 
and increasing the professional experience8,38 regardless of 
the financial conditions of the institutions.

In addition to the low cost, this model using chicken 
breast has a texture and echogenicity closer to human, 
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unlike models made of gel or gelatin that can evolve with 
artifacts in the image (air injected into the gel along the 
rail made by the needle), have a very low echogenicity that 
exaggerates the visibility of the needle36 and may lead to 
false confidence regarding clinical capacity39.

This nursing staff training project is emerged 
from the  need to benefit hospitalized patients with CVA 
indication after failure of PVA by traditional method, and 
that, after ultrasound evaluation by the medical team, non-
visible and non-palpated veins were found and punctured, 
allowing maintenance of the PVA without the need for  
CVA.

 CONCLUSION
The non-human experimental model used in 

the training of nurses for ultrasound-guided superficial 
venipuncture was able to increase their abilities, 
demonstrated by the shorter identification and venipuncture 
times in the group that trained in the non-human model 
(group A) in relation to  the control group (group B). Despite 
a small sample, the results were statistically significant, 
showing that a reproducible training methodology and 
a low cost model allow adequate nursing staff training, 
improving the quality of patient care.
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Resumo

Introdução: A utilização de um simulador de punção venosa, facilita o aprendizado da técnica e 
aprimora as habilidades, o que  diminui o risco de complicações na punção venosa em humanos.

Objetivo: Analisar a eficácia de um modelo experimental não humano para punção venosa superficial 
guiada por ultrassom. 

Método: Foram randomizados 39 enfermeiros em dois grupos: A e B. O treinamento apresentou três 
etapas: 1 - aula teórica, 2 - aula prática no aparelho de ultrassonografia e 3 - treinamento de punção 
guiada por ultrassonografia no modelo não humano. O grupo A participou das etapas 1, 2 e 3 e o grupo 
B das etapas 1 e 2. Após o treinamento, ambos os grupos foram liberados para punção venosa guiada 
por ultrassom. 

Resultados: O sucesso na punção no grupo A (n = 20) foi de 90% e no grupo B (n = 19) foi de 68,42%. 
Na somatório dos tempos de identificação e de punção, a média no grupo A foi de 61,5 segundos (IC 
95% 33,58; 106,95) e no grupo B  de 148,0 segundos (IC95% 114,54; 208,44), o que foi estatisticamente 
significante (p = 0,007, sem sobreposição das estimativas intervalares). 

Conclusão: As enfermeiras que receberam treinamento com o modelo não humano obtiveram melhores 
tempos de identificação e de punção da veia. 

Palavras-chave: modelo experimental, ultrassom, punção venosa, ensaio clinico randomizado.
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